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ommon moisturizers promote skin cancer growth, recent con-
sumer health alerts reported, based on a small study of hairless
mice bombarded by UV-light. The study (see page 52 for a
brief summary of it and other recent skin camcer findings) is
hardly conclusive regarding the effects of moisturizers on
humans, yet that fact figured as a footnote in most reports,

which emphasized hidden dangers of common skin lotions. Similarly,
coverage of the Environmental Working Group’s report on sunscreens
generally emphasized that sunscreens “don’t provide promised protec-
tion.” True in a sense, but hardly an accurate description of the very real
shortcomings of topical sun protection products that the report identified
(and that dermatologists have long acknowledged). 

Sensationalism in news coverage—including health reporting—is
nothing new. Many observers have noted that, ironically, while the
amount of information available to us continues to increase dramatically,
the quality of that information has decreased significantly. This scenario
creates special challenges for physicians already feeling the crunch of
packed schedules and ever-shrinking exam times. Many clinicians feel
they hardly have enough time to educate patients about their primary
complaint, let alone start refruting the most recent misinformation cir-
cling around the Internet, cable news channels, and the office water cool-
er. And hearing the same misguided questions over and over (“But I just
read that sunscreens really aren’t effective anyway!”) has got to be
immensely frustrating.

Practices that have a website and/or a newsletter should consider dedi-
cating coverage to facts and fiction in recent health news. Monitoring
various reports, synthesizing the coverage, and crafting a scientifically
sound assessment will be time-consuming, but once the work is finished,
you can easily direct patients to this resource rather than spend precious
time assuring each person who walks through the door that he or she can
use their favorite body lotion without “feeding” skin tumors.
Snopes.com, the immensely popular website dedicated to establishing the
veracity of urban myths, could be a guide. Just as users log-on to that site
regularly to determine if “Ben & Jerry’s” is offering free cones on
Tuesday, whether Barack Obama really won’t salute the flag, and more, so
may patients turn to your site as soon as dubious skin health news comes
their way. n
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